Assembly and Operation

1. Connecting RainbowMate And Electrified Hose Handle:

2. Making The Electrical Connection:
Important Safety Instructions. Retain For Future Use!

Please read all instructions carefully before using unit.

**WARNING** — To reduce the risk of electric shock, or injury, when using
an electrical appliance, basic precautions should always be followed,
including the following:

**WARNING** — Electric shock could occur if used outdoors or on wet
surfaces.

1. Do not put any objects into openings.
2. Do not handle plug or RainbowMate with wet hands. Do not use with any
   openings blocked. Keep free of dust, lint, hair, and anything that may
   reduce airflow.
3. Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers, and all parts of the body away from
   openings and moving parts.
4. Use extra care when cleaning on stairs.
5. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near
   children. Do not allow your RainbowMate to be used as a toy or to run
   unsupervised at any time.
6. If RainbowMate is in disrepair, do not attempt to operate.
7. Do not pick up anything that is burning or smoking, such as cigarettes,
   matches or hot ashes.
8. To avoid the possibility of fire or explosion, do not use your RainbowMate
   in areas where flammable and/or explosive vapor or dust is present. Some
   cleaning fluids can produce such vapors. Areas where flammable clean-
   ing fluids have been used should be completely dry and thoroughly aired
   before being vacuumed.
9. In addition to the listed warnings and instructions, follow all instructions
   and observe all conditions and warnings contained in your Rainbow
   Owner’s Manual.

**Servicing of Double-Insulated RainbowMate RM-2E**

Servicing a double-insulated appliance requires extreme care and knowl-
edge of the system and should be done only by qualified Rainbow service
personnel. Replacement parts for a double-insulated appliance must be iden-
tical to the parts they replace.
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